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Abstract
 In the current study, two experiments are reported that investigated the eects of 
simple white noise and mixture of white noise and other sounds on perception of speech. 
In both experiments, university students were recruited to listen to short sentences under 
various sound masking conditions. Experiment ?, where standard sets of speakers were 
used for both speech and masking stimuli, has shown that, compared to baseline where 
there was no masking sound, the participants had significantly greater difficulties in 
understanding the sentences where the average level of understanding was ??? for the 
white noise condition and ??? for the mixed noise condition in which white noise was 
mixed with pink noise and sounds of running water. In Experiment ?, a test model of 
the specially designed sound masking speaker was used to present the masking noise. 
Further, sounds of tweeting birds and healing music were added to the mixed noise 
from Experiment ? to create the three masking noise conditions. The average level of 
understanding for the mixed noise condition was ???, while that for the bird and music 
conditions were ??? and ??? respectively. The higher understanding rates for the 
latter conditions were due to lower volume of the mixed white noise in order to keep the 
overall volume including the birds and music at ??dB. ere were also signicant eects 
of sentence type and reading voice gender, suggesting that auditory legibility does not 
solely depend on the speech-to-noise sound level ratio, but also on other variables, such 
as, predictability of the sentences, and clarity of the speech. Feedback at the end of the 
sessions revealed that the participants found mixed noise less irritating than pure white 
noise, and they preferred mixed noise with bird tweeting or music even better. us, it 
was concluded that mixed noise with occasional sounds of tweeting birds, was the most 
suitable masking sound for commercial use, being ecient and not unpleasant.
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Introduction
 In everyday life, we often encounter situations where we must 
communicate highly confidential information in the presence of others. For 
instance, typical floor space of dispensing pharmacies, surgeries, and even 
offices is relatively small especially in the metropolitan areas. It is not only 
embarrassing for us to have to explain our ailments to the pharmacist, pitiful 
circumstances to the civil servants in order to apply for benefits, when other 
people may be listening in, but bystanders are often forced to be reluctant 
eavesdroppers because of the proximity. In some of these places, they are 
playing music or keeping the television on. However, while they may help 
the people relax or pass the time more easily by way of providing distraction, 
music or television are seldom effective in masking private speech, unless the 
sound volume is turned to full blast. Even then, the sound volumes of music 
and television tend to fluctuate, allowing some of the speech sound to pass 
through.
 Importance of speech privacy has long been recognised and addressed 
by architects, office plan designers, and acoustic engineers in America from 
the late ????s ?Hardy, ????; Hawkins & Stevens, ????; Miller, ????; Miller, 
Heise, & Lichten, ?????. It gradually became a popular theme for research 
in ????s and ????s with the advent of open plan workspace ?Cavanaugh, 
Farrell, Hirtle, & Waters, ????; Kjellberg & Landström, ????; Latham, 
?????. Many surveys conducted in those early years explored the factors 
contributing to productivities and comforts of office workers, including 
lighting, enclosure space, screen height, noise, and so on, and measures and 
criteria for good working environment were developed ?Hongisto, ????; 
Shield, ?????. The surveys and studies have shown that prevention of 
speech being overheard by others was important for not just for the sake of 
protection of confidentiality, but also for other workers from being distracted. 
More recent studies on the noise focused on the effect of intelligibility of 
irrelevant speech on typical office task performance, such as, arithmetic task, 
short term memory task, proof reading, and found that the more intelligible 
the irrelevant speech, the more distracting the people find them, and often 
result in poorer task performance ?Haapakangas, ????; Hongisto, ????, 
????; Schlittmeier, ????; Venetjoki, ?????. For instance, in one study, ?? 
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participants performed reading comprehension, computer based cognitive 
tasks ?simple and complex reaction time, subtraction, proposition, Stroop and 
vigilance?, and proof reading under three sound environments, which were 
?speech?, masked speech? and ?continuous noise?, over ? hours of period 
in a laboratory setting ?Venetjoki, ?????. In all sound conditions, speech 
sample and masking noise were presented with varying ratio, while keeping 
the total sound level at ??dbA. In the ?speech? condition, the speech sample 
was intelligible, the ?masked speech? condition resembled offices exposing the 
workers to poorly distinguishable, varying speech, whereas in the ?continuous 
noise? condition, only masking noise could be heard. The results reported that 
proofreading performance deteriorated in the ?speech? compared to the other 
two sound conditions, while other tasks were unaffected by sound conditions. 
Nevertheless, the participants reported that the ?speech? condition was the 
most disturbing, most disadvantageous and least pleasant environment, 
while the ?continuous noise? annoyed the least. Other studies also reported 
similar findings ?Haapakangas, ????; Schlittmeier, ?????, indicating that it 
is intelligibility of speech rather than the level of the noise itself that distract 
and annoy people in working environment, affecting their task performance. 
 In Japan, the issues of speech privacy have not been addressed until 
recently, perhaps because the traditional housing structure with paper screens 
could not promote the idea of speech privacy. Or perhaps, owing to limited 
living space, especially in urban areas, the Japanese people had to learn to 
live and work with other people in proximity, trying our best to protect our 
own, and other people?s privacy. One rarely sees people talking on mobile 
phones on public transport and other public places in Japan, and even when 
they are doing so, they do it discreetly out of people?s way. Office spaces 
are also relatively small, and companies often share the same building with 
other companies in Japan. Thus, studies on speech privacy in Japan also seem 
to look into the solutions with least disruptions, without requiring major 
restructuring or building works ?Akagi, ????; Saeki, Tamesue, Yamaguchi, & 
Sunada, ????; Tamesue, Yamaguchi, & Saeki, ????; Yamamoto, Tsuchiya, & 
Nakagawa, ?????. 
 The simplest way to prevent spoken words from being overheard by 
the third parties is to use a masking noise – a technique known as ?sound 
masking?. Sound masking device can be an elaborate large-scale centralised 
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system, but it can also be a simple self-contained speaker. The types of noise 
used for masking speech can also be simple meaningless noise ?Saeki et al., 
????; Tamesue et al., ????? or they can be created by sophisticated system 
analysing the speech and eliciting the noise to make it intelligible ?Akagi, 
????; Yamamoto et al., ?????. Surprisingly, there is very little experimental 
data that show the effect of sound masking in existing research literature, and 
although some measure of effectiveness of sound masking in protection of 
speech privacy has been provided by existing studies, the sample size is either 
not reported or very small ??-? participants? and criteria for effectiveness is 
unclear.
 Thus, in the current study, which was funded by SAN-AI Electronic 
Industries Co., Ltd., we set out to find a simple masking noise that can be 
used in a small standalone speaker suitable for small offices, medical practices, 
pharmacies, and so on, which can effectively mask the contents of speech with 
the minimum discomfort to the listeners. Two experiments were conducted. 
Experiment ? was preliminary, designed to establish whether white noise, 
which is commonly used as an inexpensive tool for sound masking in America 
and Europe, is indeed effective in masking speech, using a commonly available 
computer speakers. Another masking sound, which was the mixture of white 
noise and sounds of running water, was added to see if it would increase/
decrease its masking effect and/or pleasantness to the listeners. Experiment 
? extended the findings from Experiment ?, with the use of a purpose-built 
sound masking speaker, and explored how to make the masking sound less 
irritating by adding other sounds to the constant white noise. The speaker 
used in Experiment ? could produce low frequency sounds around ??-???Hz 
and upwards, as compared to the lowest resonance frequency of ???Hz for the 
speakers used in Experiment ?, which was expected to mask the speech voice 
with lower frequency better, and also to be less disagreeable to the ear. 
 Frequently, masking effect has been measured as ?the shift of the 
threshold of audibility of the masked sound due to the presence of the 
masking sound? Hawkins & Stevens, ?????. Thus, studies often involved 
the participants listening to tones or speech ?words? with various types and 
levels of masking noise to see at which point ?i.e. threshold? they can no 
longer hear or recognise the auditory stimuli ?Miller et al., ????; Scharenborg, 
?????. However, it has been known that unlike cognitive processing of simple 
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words, where we must rely on the accurate perception of phonetic elements, 
we can also take advantage of contextual information when we process 
sentences ?McClelland & Elman, ?????. For instance, there is an instance 
of phonemic restoration effect, where parts of speech sounds missing in the 
presented stimuli can be restored by the brain and may be perceived as having 
been heard ?Warren & Warren, ?????. Thus, in the current study, sentence 
stimuli were used in order to measure the effectiveness of sound masking, so 
that speech can be processed in the context based top-down manner, as well 
as bottom-up manner ?i.e. from phonemes to larger sound units?.
Experiment 1
 In Experiment ?, three types of sound masking conditions and four 
types for speech stimuli were used. The first type of masking noise was white 
noise which has been widely used in America for privacy protection as well 
as being advertised to induce relaxation. However, the effects of white noise 
as masking sound have only been claimed on websites and adverts of the 
companies that provide the white noise generators, but without objective 
data to verify such claims. Thus, we have selected this noise to establish the 
baseline of sound masking effects of the most easily available products. White 
noise is a sound where the signal has equal power in any band of a given 
bandwidth ?power spectral density? when the bandwidth is measured in Hz, 
and typically contains every frequency within the range of human hearing 
?generally from ?? Hz to ?? kHz? in equal amounts. The second type of 
masking sound was white noise mixed with pink noise and sounds of running 
water, such as, rivers and falls in order to make it less artificial and annoying. 
Pink noise is a variant of white noise and has the frequency spectrum which 
is linear in logarithmic space, and previously been reported to be effective 
in masking human voice ?Hongisto, ????; Saeki et al., ?????. The third 
condition was the baseline condition where there was no masking noise. 
The four types of speech were: ??? well-known fairy tales, ??? common 
speech by pharmacists, ??? highly technical passages from academic theses 
in physics and electronics, which were all in Japanese, and ??? everyday 
phrases in English. The hypotheses were: ??? speech recognition level would 
be the highest for the fairy tales and perhaps everyday English phrases since, 
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because of their high predictability, the participants can use both bottom-up 
and top-down processing; ??? speech recognition level would be lowest for 
the technical academic passages as they will find it difficult to understand the 
context; ??? speech recognition level for the pharmacists? speech would be 
intermediate; ??? there would be little difference in the performance for the 
two masking noise conditions, but the level of annoyance associated with the 
noise might be higher for the white noise which is more artificial.
Method
 Participants.  Forty eight participants ??? male; ?? female? took 
part in this experiment, all were students at Waseda University ?mean age ? 
??.? years, range ? ??-???. They were recruited through the mailing lists 
for the introductory and intermediate psychology courses at the School of 
International Liberal Studies. They were randomly assigned to the three 
sound masking conditions ?white noise, mixed noise, no noise ?control??. 
All the participants were native Japanese speakers and also fluent in English. 
They were paid ?,??? yen for their participation.
 Stimuli.  For sound masking, two types of stimuli were used. One was 
a standard white noise ?? WN? and the other was a mixture of white noise, 
pink noise, and sounds of running water ?i.e. river and fall? Mixed Noise ? 
MN?. For the control group, no masking noise was used in order to measure 
baseline performance ?baseline ? BL?.
 The auditory task stimuli were recordings of spoken Japanese and 
English sentences. Two male and two female speakers recorded the sentence 
materials. There were ? types of spoken sentences: ??? extracts of short 
sentences from well-known fairy tales, such as, ?Little Red Riding Hood?, 
and ?The Ugly Duckling? story?; ??? pharmacist speech that consists of 
explanations of drugs commonly prescribed at pharmacies ?pharmacy?; ??? 
highly technical academic writing which consist of extracts from postgraduate 
theses in physics and electronics ?technical?; and ??? daily English 
conversation which consists of sentences from a textbook for beginners in 
English conversation ?English?. The first three sentence types were read in 
Japanese. All of the sentences were ?-?? seconds in duration and there were 
?? trials for each sentence category. The full lists of sentences are shown in 
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Appendix ?.
 Apparatus and Procedure.  Two laptop personal computers 
?PCs? were used for presentation of auditory stimuli and the masking 
noise. The sentence stimuli were presented via Bose multimedia speakers 
?Companion?r?? series?? which were placed on a ???-centimeter-
high pedestal in order to simulate the average height of a human speaker 
?mouth?. They were placed approximately ? meters away from where the 
participants were seated. They were presented at the level of normal speech 
voice of about ??dB at the source, which was measured at ??-??dB where 
the participants were seated. The masking noise was presented via Elecom 
USB stereo speakers ?MS-UP???BK? lowest resonance frequency: ???Hz; 
maximum power output: ?.??W; impedance: ??? which were placed next to 
the participants. ?See Figure ?? Its volume was set to be about ??dB at the 
source, which was perceived as about ??dB at where the participants were.
Figure 1.  The layout of apparatus and participants in Experiment 
1. The sentence stimuli were presented at ??dB at the source, 
which was perceived as ??-??dB at ? meters away where the 
participants were seated. The masking noise was presented at 
??dB, which was perceived as ??dB.
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 When the participants entered the room, the masking noise was already 
being played in order to facilitate habituation and draw as little attention 
towards it as possible. No comment was made regarding the masking noise 
until the session was completed. When they were seated, the participants 
were told that their task was to listen to some short sentences and write them 
down. They were given a booklet on which all the sentence stimuli were 
printed, one sentence per page. For each sentence there were three blanks to 
be filled. In order to prevent the participants from relying on the contextual 
information while listening to the sentences, they were instructed to turn the 
page only after the presentation of the sentence was complete. However, since 
it was not a test for their working memory, the participants were encouraged 
to take notes while listening and use this information when they filled the 
blanks. Presentation of each sentence was marked by a single ?ding? sound at 
the beginning and double dings at the end. The participants were instructed 
to turn the page to fill in the blanks when they heard the double dings. They 
were asked to signal the experimenter when they have finished writing, at 
which, the next sentence was presented. The participants were instructed to 
leave the blanks unfilled if they could not hear the words, rather than taking a 
guess using the contextual information printed on the page.
 Ten trials for each sentence category were presented in blocks, and 
the order of the sentence categories were varied among the participants in a 
pseudo-random fashion. Half of the trials in each category were presented in 
a male voice, while the other half were presented in a female voice.
 At the beginning of the experiment, the participants were given a 
thinner booklet for practice. One trial per each of the ? sentence types was 
presented. The practice session was to be repeated until the participants fully 
understood the procedure for the study, but all of the participants correctly 
understood with a single session.
 When the experiment was finished the participants were asked to fill 
out the feedback form in which they were asked to rate the level of difficulty 
of the task and the level of unpleasantness of the masking noise. Then they 
were told what the purpose of the study was, and paid ?,??? yen each for their 
contribution.
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Results
 Error coding.  Accuracy and types of errors were assessed and 
coded for each of the three answers per sentence. Answers were coded as 
?accurate? only when they matched the sentence stimuli presented, verbatim. 
The incorrect answers were categorized into ? error types: ?blank? where no 
answer or only a fragment was given; ?omission? where only a part/fragment 
of the answer was given; ?phonetic? where the answer showed similarity to 
the original stimulus in terms of its sound ?phonetic?; and ?semantic? where 
the answer was incorrect but semantically related to the stimulus phrase. 
Examples of each type are as follows:
 ?Sentence stimulus?
 My husband works for a computer company in the States.
 ?accurate?
 My husband works for a computer company in the States.
 ?blank?
 My husband works for a ????  company s????.
 accurate                         blank error                blank error
 ?omission error?
 My husband works for a computer company in the??    .
 accurate                         accurate                  omission
 ?phonetic error?
 My husband works for a computer company in a state.
 accurate                          accurate                phonetic
 ?semantic error?
 My husband works for a new company store.
 accurate                         semantic         phonetic
Additionally, whether the participant grasped the gist of the sentence was 
assessed for each sentence stimulus. Even if all three of the individual 
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answers for a given sentence were incorrect, if the participant showed correct 
understanding of the content of the sentence, it was coded as ?correct 
understanding?. For example the example response below:
 ?Sentence stimulus?
 We close at five thirty Tuesday through Thursday and Sundays.
 ?Response?
 We close at ? :??  from Tuesday to Thursday and Sunday.
                    semantic           semantic                  phonetic
is considered as showing correct understanding of the sentence, as 
?Tuesday through Thursday? and ?from Tuesday to Thursday? denote the 
same meaning. Since the error coding can provide sufficient insight into 
how the participants were processing the speech data for each blank, the 
?understanding? data was not analysed separately for each blank position, 
but instead, pooled together to create the measure of ?overall understanding?. 
Thus, since there were ? blanks in each sentence, and ?? trials for each 
sentence category, if the participant showed ? correct understanding? out of 
the total of ?? blanks for that sentence category, the overall understanding 
rate was calculated as ????????? ? ?? ??.
 The effect of the position of the blanks.  As a preliminary test to 
check if there was any effect of the position of the blanks within sentences on 
the error rates, an analysis of variance ?ANOVA? with one between-subject 
factor ?masking noise: WN, MN, BL? and one within-subject factor ?? 
blank positions within a sentence? for each of the four sentence types ?story, 
pharmacy, technical, English?. In the ?story? condition, there was a significant 
main effect of the blank position, F??, ??? ? ??.?, p ? .??? and a significant 
interaction of blank position and masking noise, F??, ??? ? ?.??, p ?. ???. 
In the ?pharmacy? condition, there was a significant main effect of the blank 
position, F??, ??? ? ??.?, p ? .???, but the interaction of blank position and 
masking noise was not significant, F??, ??? ? ?.??, p ? .??. In the ?technical? 
condition, there was a significant main effect of the blank position, F??, 
??? ? ??.?, p ? .???, and a significant interaction of the blank position and 
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masking noise, F??, ??? ? ?.?, p ? .???. In the ?English? condition, the 
main effect of blank position was significant, F??, ??? ? ??.?, p ? .???, but 
the two-way interaction was not significant, F ? ?. The main effect of blank 
position showed that in sentences presented in Japanese ?i.e., story, pharmacy, 
and technical?, the error rates were highest in the first blank of the sentences 
and progressively became lower, whereas, in the English condition, the error 
rates were lowest in the first blank of the sentences and progressively became 
lower ?Figure ??.
 The significant two-way interaction found in the story and the technical 
conditions reflects a smaller effect of blank position for the BL condition 
than for the two masking conditions. The effect of the position of the blanks 
within sentences may shed light on the perceptual and cognitive processes of 
spoken sentences. However, the main focus of the current study was to assess 
the effectiveness of masking noise in protecting confidential information 
during speech in small space environment such as pharmacies, surgeries, and 
offices, hence, we combined the data from the three blank positions, and used 
this total data for the rest of the analyses.
 The effects of sentence type and masking noise.  The percentages 
of each response type ?i.e., ? types of errors and correct response? for each of the 
sentence type for the three masking noise conditions are shown below ?Table ??. 
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Table 1.  Percentage of each response type for each of the sentence type and 
masking noise conditions.
White Noise Mixed Noise Baseline Total
Story
Correct ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? 
Blank ??? ?? ?? ? ?? 
Omission ??? ?? ?? ? ?? 
Phonetic ??? ? ? ? ? 
Semantic ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? 
Pharmacy
Correct ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? 
Blank ??? ?? ?? ? ?? 
Omission ??? ? ? ? ? 
Phonetic ??? ?? ? ?? ?? 
Semantic ??? ?? ?? ? ?? 
Technical
Correct ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? 
Blank ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? 
Omission ??? ? ? ?? ?? 
Phonetic ??? ? ? ?? ? 
Semantic ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? 
English
Correct ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? 
Blank ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? 
Omission ??? ? ? ? ? 
Phonetic ??? ? ? ? ? 
Semantic ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? 
Total
Correct ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? 
Blank ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? 
Omission ??? ? ? ? ? 
Phonetic ??? ? ? ?? ? 
Semantic ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? 
Percentage of correct responses and four types of errors made for each masking noise ? 
sentence type condition. ?Blank? was where there was no response or only a fragment was 
given; ?omission? was where only a part of the correct response was given; ?phonetic? was 
where the answer was incorrect but showed similarity to the correct answer in sound; and 
?semantic? where the answer was incorrect but semantically related to the stimulus phrase.
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 A two-way ANOVA was conducted on the overall error rates with 
the sentence type ?story, pharmacy, technical, English? as a within-subject 
variable and the masking noise ?WN, MN, BL? as a between-subject variable. 
The main effect of sentence type was not significant, F??, ???? ? ?.??, p ? 
.??, nor was the interaction of sentence type and masking noise, F ? ?. The 
main effect of masking noise was significant, F??, ??? ? ??.?, p ? .???. 
Post-hoc pairwise comparisons showed that the mean error rate for the BL 
condition was significantly lower ???.??? than those for the WN condition 
???.??? or the MN condition ???.???. There was no significant difference 
in the error rates between the WN and MN conditions.
 Since people can sometimes understand the gist of spoken sentences 
even when they may not be able to repeat them verbatim, the same ANOVA 
was carried out on the overall understanding data. However, the main effect 
of sentence type was not significant, F ? ?, nor was the interaction of 
sentence type and masking noise, F ? ?. The main effect of masking noise 
was significant, F??, ??? ? ??.?, p ? .???. ?see Figure ?.? Post-hoc pairwise 
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Figure 3.   The effect of sentence type and masking noise condition 
on the overall understanding in Experiment 1. The graph 
shows the average level at which the participants grasped the 
?gist? of the sentences. The main effect of the masking noise 
condition was significant, but the main effect of sentence type 
or their interactions with the masking noise condition were not 
statistically significant.
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comparisons showed that the mean understanding failure rate for the BL 
condition was significantly lower ???.??? than those for the WN condition 
???.??? or the MN condition ???.???. There was no significant difference 
in the understanding failure rates between the WN and MN conditions. 
Thus, the results of the ANOVAs on the mean error rates and the overall 
understanding failure rates showed a similar pattern.
 Feedback on the noise.  At the end of the experiment the participants 
were asked to fill out the feedback form in which they were asked to rate 
the level of difficulty of the task ?all the participants?, and the level of 
pleasantness/unpleasantness of the masking noise ?only those in the WN and 
MN conditions? in ?-point scales. All the participants in the WN and MN 
conditions found the task either ?difficult? or ?very difficult?, whereas half of those 
in the BL condition found it ?easy? or ?neutral? Figure ??.
 For the pleasantness rating, ?? of the participants from the WN 
condition found the masking noise ?unpleasant? or ?very unpleasant?, while ? 
of them rated it as ?neutral?. In contrast, ? of the participants from the MN 
condition found the noise ?unpleasant? or ?very unpleasant?, ? of them thought 
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Figure 4.   The level of task difficulty as rated by the participants 
in Experiment 1. The graph shows how many of the 
participants from each masking noise condition rated the 
difficulty of the task at each level of the ?-point scale on the 
feedback sheet.
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it ?neutral?, but the remaining ? did not rate the pleasantness. Three of them 
commented that the noise itself was neutral but only became unpleasant when 
they tried to perform the task.
Discussion
 Our main findings were as follows. First, compared to the BL condition 
where there was no masking noise, the error rates for the WN and MN 
conditions were significantly higher indicating that the masking noise was 
effective in obstructing the speech comprehension processes. Second, on the 
whole, the participants made the largest number of errors for the first blanks 
of the sentences and made progressively fewer errors for the second and third 
blanks. The only exception was sentences presented in English where the 
opposite pattern ?i.e. more errors for later blanks? was observed. Third, the 
main effect or interaction of the sentence type was not significant. And finally, 
fourth, feedback at the end of the sessions revealed that the majority of the 
participants in the WN and MN conditions found the task very hard, while 
most of those in the BL condition reported that the task was neutral or hard.
 Thus, it was shown that presentation of white noise ?and white noise 
mixed with additional sound? could successfully disrupt the processing of 
nearby speech, even when there was relatively little difference in the perceived 
sound volumes for the speech stimuli ??????dB? and the masking noise 
???dB?. The participants in the masking noise conditions made errors in ??-
??? of the blanks and showed overall understanding level of ??-??? of the 
trials, as compared to ??? ?error rates? and ??? ?correct understanding? for 
the baseline condition where there was no masking noise. It was unclear why 
there was a main effect of blank position and it showed opposite patterns for 
Japanese and English sentences. A possible explanation is that in Japanese 
sentence structure, main contents including the verb of the sentences tend 
to come at the end, whereas in English the main contents are placed at the 
beginning of the sentences. Thus, if the participants were processing the 
sentences in a top-down manner based on the overall context, it may have 
been easier to guess the contents of main verb phrase than other phrases. 
However, since the structures of the sentences or the syntactic roles of the 
words in the blanks were not controlled in the current study, this question 
must be addressed in future studies.
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 Contrary to our hypothesis, there was no significant main effect or 
interaction of the sentence type. It was predicted that performance levels for 
the pharmacy and technical conditions would be inferior to those for the 
story and English conditions because the participants were expected to rely 
more heavily on the contextual information when the quality of the sensory 
input was poor. In fact, the average error rate data ?see Table ?? showed such 
tendency. Absence of statistical significance may reflect high variability of 
performance levels among the participants.
 The average error rate for the BL condition was ??? which was 
surprisingly high considering that there was no masking noise to degrade the 
auditory stimuli. On the other hand, the average level of correct understanding 
was a little higher at ??.??, indicating that the participants could get the 
gist of the sentence even when they could not reproduce the missing phrase 
verbatim. While the participants in the WN and MN conditions did not write 
anything in the ??? and ??? of the blanks, those in the BL condition wrote 
something in the ??? of the blanks ?Table ??. Their accuracy rate for the 
technical sentence type was particularly low ?????, reflecting the difficulty of 
reproducing unfamiliar words. The correct understanding level of about ??? 
for the other sentence types can validate that contents of conversation held at 
a normal noise volume can be understood by those sitting roughly ? meters 
away.
 There was no statistically reliable difference between the performance 
of participants in the WN and the MN conditions. Nevertheless, the average 
rate of correct understanding for the MN condition was lower than that for 
the WN condition across all of the sentence types ?see Figure ??. Further, 
feedback at the end of the sessions revealed that the participants found the 
pure white noise more unpleasant than the one mixed with the sounds of 
streams and falls. Thus, Experiment ? has shown that the MN masking noise 
is effective in protecting the confidentiality of dialogue in a relatively small 
place, such as, pharmacies, surgeries, and so on.
Experiment 2
 Experiment ? was designed to extend the findings from Experiment 
? in a setting designed to simulate a small medical surgery or chemist 
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where the masking sound speaker would be placed near the counter where 
the confidential discourse takes place. Further, types of speech which are 
more likely to be heard in everyday situations and waiting rooms of small 
pharmacies and offices were used as the speech stimuli. Based on the results 
from Experiment ?, SAN-AI Electronic Industries Co., Ltd. has applied 
for and been successful in receiving a research and development ?R&D? 
grant called ???????  ???????????????????????
?????R&D funding for small and medium-sized companies develop a 
test prototype? by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry. With this 
funding a test model of the sound masking speaker was designed and created. 
Three changes were made to the methods. First, instead of a pair of small 
computer speakers used in Experiment ?, the masking noise was presented 
via the test model as mentioned above. Second, in Experiment ?, the speakers 
for the masking noise were placed close to the participants with the sound 
directed towards them. However, in places where protection of confidentiality 
in speech is necessary, the sound masking speaker is more likely to be placed 
close to the source of the speech to be protected rather than by the potential, 
often reluctant, eavesdroppers. Thus, in Experiment ?, the masking sound 
speaker was placed close to the source of the speech stimuli, approximately 
? meters away from the participants. Third, the WN masking sound was 
particularly unpopular in Experiment ? with many of the participants 
commenting on its unpleasantness. In order to make the masking sound more 
commercially appealing, three masking sounds were prepared, ??? the mixture 
of white noise, pink noise, and sounds of running water ?i.e. river and fall?, 
as used in Experiment ? ?Mixed Noise ? MN?; ??? MN with occasional 
tweeting sounds of birds ?BIRDS?; and ??? MN with healing instrumental 
music ?MUSIC?. 
Method
 Participants.  Forty-two participants ?? male; ?? female? took 
part in this experiment, who were all students at Waseda University ?mean 
age ? ??.? years, range ? ??-???. They were recruited through the mailing 
lists for the introductory and intermediate psychology courses at the School 
of International Liberal Studies. All the participants were native Japanese 
speakers. They were randomly assigned to the three sound masking conditions 
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?white noise, mixed noise, no noise ?control??. They were paid ?,??? yen for 
their participation.
 Stimuli. For sound masking, three types of stimuli were used. One 
was the mixture of white noise, pink noise, and sounds of running water ?i.e. 
river and fall? as used in Experiment ? MN?, second one was the MN with 
occasional tweeting sounds of birds ?BIRDS?; and the third one was the MN 
with healing instrumental music ?MUSIC?.
 The auditory task stimuli were spoken Japanese sentences read by 
students enrolled in voice training courses at Nihon Kogakuin College, 
training to be professional voice actors. Two male and two female speakers 
recorded the sentence materials, and they were instructed to read in a relatively 
quiet voice to simulate discreet dialogues in small pharmacies and surgeries. 
There were ? types of spoken sentences: ??? story which consists of short 
sentences from well-known fairy tales, such as, ?Little Red Riding Hood?, and 
?The Ugly Duckling? story?; ??? common dialogues at pharmacies which 
the clients often find embarrassing if overhead ?pharmacy?; and ??? everyday 
Japanese dialogues ?everyday?. All of the sentences consisted of ??-?? letters 
if written in kana, which were ?-?? seconds in duration. The number of words 
in each sentence did not exceed the average verbal working memory capacity 
of ??? items ?Miller, ?????. There were ? trials for each sentence category, 
and presentation of each sentence was marked by a higher-pitched ?ding? 
sound ??,???Hz? at the beginning and a lower-pitched ding ??,???Hz? at 
the end. In order to examine the potential effect of the vocal characteristics of 
the readers, all the readers read all of the ?? sentences. They were combined in 
? pseudo-random sets so that in each set half the sentences in each sentence 
type were read by male voices and the other half by female voices. The full 
lists of sentences are shown in Appendix ?.
 Apparatus and procedure.  A tablet PC ?Surface, Microsoft? was 
used for presentation of auditory task stimuli which were presented via the 
same Bose multimedia speakers as used in Experiment ?. The speakers were 
placed on a ???-centimeter-high pedestal in order to simulate the average 
height of a human speaker ?mouth?. They were placed approximately ? 
meters away from where the participants were seated. The masking noise 
was presented via a specially designed test model of a cube-shaped ????mm 
x ???mm x ???mm? masking sound speaker ?Leed Sound Co. LW???P?? 
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?lowest resonance frequency: ??Hz; maximum power output: ?W; impedance: 
???. Unlike the USB speakers used in Experiment ?, this speaker consists 
of a type of loudspeaker commonly known as ?woofer? which can produce 
low frequency sounds around ??-???Hz. Since frequencies of human speech 
typically range between ??-???Hz ?average ??????.?Hz? for men and ???-
???Hz ?average ??????Hz? for women, the speaker was better suited to 
mask some of the lower frequency male voice than that used in Experiment 
?. Further, with an additional lower frequency sounds, it added depth to the 
masking noise, making it less ?high-pitched and annoying?, as commented 
by some of the participants in Experiment ?. The masking noise speaker was 
placed on the table just below the Bose speakers. This is because it is designed 
to be used primarily on pharmacy counters where the pharmacist and the 
clients are talking. The sentence stimuli were presented at the loudness level 
of a little quiet speech voice of about ??dB at the source, which was measured 
at approximately ??dB, ? meters away, where the participants were seated. The 
masking sound was set to be ??dB measured at where the participants were 
seated so that it is a little louder than the sentence stimuli.
 The test procedure was the same as in Experiment ? with only very 
minor changes. For instance, instead of ? blanks to fill, the booklet contained 
? blanks per sentence. This is because the average working memory retention 
time for verbal stimuli is ??-?? seconds which may not always allow 
participants time to fill ? blanks. Some of the participants from Experiment 
? have commented that they had forgotten what to write by the time they 
reached the last blank for each sentence. Further, since there was no control 
group ?no masking noise condition? to provide the baseline, the participants 
were asked to repeat the first sentence of each sentence category without 
the masking noise at the end of the session to ensure that any difficulties 
experienced in hearing can be attributed to the masking noise, rather than the 
sentence materials themselves.
Results
 Error coding.  Accuracy and comprehension were assessed for each 
of the two answers per sentence. For accuracy measure, as in Experiment 
?, answers were coded as ?accurate? only when they matched the sentence 
stimuli presented, verbatim. The incorrect answers were categorized into 
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? error types: ?blank? where no answer or only a meaningless fragment 
was given; ?omission? where only a part of the correct answer was given; 
?phonetic? where the answer showed similarity to the original stimulus in 
terms of its sound ?phonetic?; and ?semantic? where the answer was incorrect 
but semantically related to the stimulus phrase. For comprehension measure, 
the answers were coded as ?correct? if they matched the correct phrases in 
meaning, even if there were subtle changes of expressions or rephrasing. The 
overall understanding data was calculated in the same way as in Experiment ?.
 The effect of the position of the blanks.  As a preliminary test to 
check if there was any effect of the position of the blanks within sentences on 
the error rates, an ANOVA with one between-subject factor ?masking noise: 
WN, MN, BL? and one within-subject factor ?? blank positions within a 
sentence? for each of the four sentence types ?story, pharmacy, everyday?. 
In the ?story? condition, neither the main effect of the blank position, F??, 
??? ? ?.??, p ? .?? nor the interaction of the blank position and masking 
noise, F??, ??? ? ?.??, p ?. ??, was significant. In the ?pharmacy? condition, 
the error rates for blank? were significantly higher than those for blank?, F??, 
??? ? ?.??, p ? .??, but the interaction of blank position and masking noise 
was not significant, F??, ??? ? ?.??, p ? .??. In the ?everyday? condition, 
neither the main effect of the blank position, F??, ??? ? ?.??, p ? .?? nor the 
interaction of the blank position and masking noise, F??, ??? ? ?.??, p ?. ??, 
was significant. With the same analyses on the comprehension data, the main 
effect of the blank position and the interaction of the blank position and 
masking noise were not significant in any of the sentence conditions. Thus, 
we combined the data from the two blank positions, and used this total data 
for the rest of the analyses.
 The effects of sentence type and masking noise.  The percentages 
of each response type ?i.e., ? types of errors and correct response? for each 
sentence type for the three masking noise conditions are shown below ?Table ??. 
 A two-way ANOVA was conducted on the overall error rates with the 
sentence type ?story, pharmacy, everyday? as a within-subject variable and 
the masking noise ?MN, BIRD, MUSIC? as a between-subject variable. 
The main effect of sentence type was significant, F??, ??? ? ??.??, p ? 
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.???. A post-hoc analysis showed that the error rates for the story condition 
???.??? were significantly higher than those for the pharmacy condition 
???.??? or the everyday condition ???.???. The main effect of the masking 
noise was also significant, F??, ??? ? ????.??, p ? .???. Post-hoc pairwise 
Table 2.   Percentage of each response type for each of the sentence type and 
masking noise conditions in Experiment 2.
　MN　 　BIRD　 　MUSIC　 　Total　
Story
Correct ??? ? ? ? ? 
Blank ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? 
Omission ??? ? ? ?? ? 
Phonetic ??? ? ? ? ? 
Semantic ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? 
Pharmacy
Correct ??? ? ?? ?? ?? 
Blank ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? 
Omission ??? ? ? ?? ? 
Phonetic ??? ? ? ? ? 
Semantic ??? ? ?? ?? ?? 
Everyday
Correct ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? 
Blank ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? 
Omission ??? ? ? ?? ? 
Phonetic ??? ? ? ? ? 
Semantic ??? ? ?? ?? ?? 
Total
Correct ??? ? ?? ?? ?? 
Blank ??? ?? ?? ?? ?? 
Omission ??? ? ? ?? ? 
Phonetic ??? ? ? ? ? 
Semantic ??? ? ?? ?? ?? 
Percentage of correct responses and four types of errors made for each masking noise ? 
sentence type condition. ?Blank? was where there was no response or only a fragment was 
given; ?omission? was where only a part of the correct response was given; ?phonetic? was 
where the answer was incorrect but showed similarity to the correct answer in sound; and 
?semantic? where the answer was incorrect but semantically related to the stimulus phrase.
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comparisons showed that the mean error rate for the MN condition was 
significantly higher ???.??? than those for the MUSIC condition ???.???. 
There was no significant difference in the error rates between the MN 
and BIRD conditions, or between the BIRD and MUSIC conditions. The 
interaction of the masking noise and the sentence type was not significant, 
F??, ??? ? ?.??, P ? .??. ?Figure ??.
 As in Experiment ?, the same ANOVA was carried out on the overall 
understanding data. The main effect of sentence type was significant, F??, 
??? ? ??.?, p ? .???. A post-hoc analysis showed that the percentage of 
understanding failure for the story condition ???.??? was significantly higher 
than those for the pharmacy condition ???.??? and the everyday condition 
???.???. Further, the understanding failure rate was significantly higher for 
the pharmacy condition than that for the everyday condition. The main effect 
of the masking noise was also significant, F??, ??? ? ????.?, p ? .???. Post-
hoc pairwise comparisons showed that the understanding failure rate for the 
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Figure 5.   The effect of sentence type and masking noise condition 
on the overall understanding in Experiment 2. The graph 
shows the average level at which the participants grasped the 
?gist? of the sentences. Both the main effects of the masking 
noise condition and of sentence type were significant. However, 
the interaction of the two was not statistically significant.
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MN condition was significantly higher ???.??? than those for the MUSIC 
condition ???.???. There was no significant difference in the error rates 
between the MN and BIRD conditions, or between the BIRD and MUSIC 
conditions. The interaction of the masking noise and the sentence type was 
not significant F??, ??? ? ?.??, P ? .??.
 The effects of reading characteristics.  Many of the participants 
commented that sentences read in women?s voice were clearer and easier to 
understand than those read by men. In order to see if there was any effect of 
the gender of the reading voice or the interaction between the voice and the 
masking noise ?Figure ??, a ? masking noise? x ? male voice, female voice? 
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Figure 6.   The effect of the gender of the reading voice and 
masking noise condition on speech perception in 
Experiment 2. The graph shows the error rates and the 
rates of understanding failure for each reader-gender x noise 
condition. The main effect of the reading voice gender was 
significant for both error rates and understanding failure rates, 
indicating that participants made more errors when listening to 
male voices rather than female voices. However, for neither of 
the measurements, the interaction of the reading voice gender 
and masking noise conditions was significant.
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ANOVA was conducted on the error rates and the understanding failure rates. 
The main effect of the reading voice on the error rates was significant, F??, 
??? ? ??.?, p ? .???. The mean error rates for the gender of readers were 
??.?? for the male voices and ??.?? for the female voices. The interaction of 
the reading voice and the masking noise was not statistically significant, F??, 
??? ? ?.?, p ? .???. Similarly, the main effect of the reading voice on the 
understanding failure rate was significant, F??, ??? ? ???.?, p ? .???. The 
mean understanding failure rates for the gender of reading voices were ??.?? 
for the male voices and ??.?? for the female voices. The interaction of the 
reading voice and the masking noise was not significant, F??, ??? ? ?.??, p ? 
.???.
 Comparison with the no-masking condition.  In Experiment 
?, the mean error rate for the mixed noise condition was ???. In contrast, 
the error rate for the same masking noise condition in Experiment ? was 
??? . While the higher error rate in Experiment ? may reflect the situational 
differences ?e.g. positioning of the masking noise speaker?, it was possible 
that the speech stimuli themselves were more difficult to perceive. Thus, in 
order to verify whether we can attribute any task difficulty to the masking 
noises, an ad-hoc analysis was conducted to see if there are any differences 
in performance where the participants listened to each of the three sentence 
types with and without the masking noise. A ? masking noise? x ? on and 
off? ANOVA was conducted on the error rates. The main effect of the on-off 
condition was highly significant, F??, ??? ? ???.?, p ? .???, indicating that 
the error rate for the ?on? condition ???.??? was significantly higher than 
that for the ?off? condition ???.???. There was no significant interaction with 
the masking noise.
 Feedback on the noise.  As before, the participants were asked to 
fill out the feedback form at the end of the study in which they were asked to 
rate the level of difficulty of the task, the level of pleasantness/unpleasantness 
of the masking noise, and how easily they could adjust themselves to the noise 
in ?-point scales ?Table ??. One-way ANOVA showed that there was no 
statistically significant difference among the masking noise condition in any 
of these scales.
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Discussion
 Our main findings from Experiment ? were as follows. First, there was 
a significant main effect of the masking noise type, owing to higher error rate 
for the MN condition than that for the MUSIC condition. Second, there 
was no significant main effect of, or interaction involving, the position of the 
blanks, except in the ?story? condition. In this condition only, there was a main 
effect of the blank position, showing that the participants made fewer errors 
in the second blanks than in the first blanks of the sentences. Third, the main 
effect of sentence type was significant, showing that the error rate ?and the 
rate of overall understanding failure? for the story condition was higher than 
those for the pharmacy and the everyday conditions. Fourth, the main effect 
of the reading voice gender was significant, indicating that the participants 
found the female voices easier to listen to than the male voices even when 
the sound volume was set to the same level for all. Fifth, comparison of 
performances with the masking noise on and off confirmed that higher overall 
error rate in Experiment ? does not reflect any differences in the sound quality 
of the speech stimuli, but rather, effectiveness of the sound masking. And 
sixth, and finally, the feedback at the end of the sessions revealed that there 
was no significant difference in the perceived levels of difficulty, pleasantness, 
or adjustability associated with the masking noise across the three conditions. 
 As in Experiment ?, despite some alterations in the experimental 
setting, presentation of masking sounds proved to be effective in disrupting 
the speech comprehension processes. The average error rates in the current 
Table 3.   Feedback on the task difficulty, unpleasantness of the 
masking noise, and adjustability to noise in 5-point 
Lickert scale.
　MN　 　BIRD　 　MUSIC　
Difficulty ?.???.? ?.???.? ?.???.?
Unpleasantness ?.???.? ?.???.? ?.???.?
Adjustability ?.???.? ?.???.? ?.???.?
The mean value and standard deviation ?SD? for each scale for each of the 
three masking noise condition. The larger the mean score value, the more 
difficult, the more unpleasant, and the more difficult it was perceived by the 
participants.
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experiment were ??-??? as compared to ??-??? in Experiment ? excluding 
the BL condition?. Since the sound volumes for the speech stimuli and 
masking noise, as measured at where the participants were seated, were 
about the same in both experiments, the superior masking effect of the noise 
in Experiment ? may reflect the better quality of the speaker of the test 
prototype, with its wider resonance frequency range, and/or the positioning 
of this speaker. Significantly lower error rates for the MUSIC condition as 
compared to the MN condition was due to the lower sound volume of the 
MN component within the MUSIC masking noise in order to maintain the 
same overall sound level.
 The significantly poorer performance in the story condition was 
somewhat surprising considering the highly predictable contents suitable for 
top-down processing. However, it may be that for the college-age participants 
fairy tales are a distant memory, and they did not recall the fairy tales 
very well, and were more familiar with the types of sentences in the other 
conditions both of which could be found in everyday situations.
 The significant main effect of the reading voice suggests that even 
when the loudness was set to roughly the same level, sentences in some voices 
were easier to process than others. In the feedback, many of the participants 
commented that women?s voices were easier to listen to due to their high-
pitched clarity. The two reading voices where the participants showed 
highest rate of correct understanding were both women?s. However, pairwise 
comparisons showed that there were also significant differences in task 
performance between two reading voices by two women, and between two 
reading voices by two men, indicating that there were individual differences 
as well as sex-related differences in the clarity of the speech voice. Hence, it 
is important to adjust the level of the masking noise accordingly in order to 
protect the confidentiality of dialogues in pharmacies, surgeries, offices, and so 
on.
 Feedback reports at the end of the sessions by the participants showed 
that there were no significant differences in the subjective perception ?e.g. 
pleasantness, adjustability? of the masking noise across the groups. However, 
there may be differences between the impressions of constant noise when 
people are trying to listen to other sound ?as in the current experiments? 
and when they are not ?Ueno et al., ?????. Thus, as an additional survey, 
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?? university students were asked to select the sound that they would least 
mind in waiting rooms. The simple MN was selected by ?, BIRDS by ??, and 
MUSIC by ??, suggesting that while the MN was the most effective masking 
sound, it was the least popular choice.
General Discussion
 Two experiments were conducted to examine the effectiveness of white 
noise, and white noise mixed with other sounds, in masking speech. The 
results showed that both simple white noise and mixtures of white noise and 
other noise were effective in masking speech. Compared to the performance 
level ?error rate? in speech perception task for the baseline condition 
where speech was presented on its own without other noise ?????, it was 
significantly higher for the WN condition ?????, MN condition ???? in 
Experiment ?, ??? in Experiment ??, BIRD condition ?????, and MUSIC 
condition ?????. The apparent higher error rate of the MN condition in 
Experiment ? may be attributable to the difference in the settings in two 
experiments, where a purpose-built speaker was placed close to the source of 
the speech stimuli.
 We have predicted a significant main effect of the sentence type where 
the task would be performed with higher accuracy for sentences with high 
predictability such as passages from well-known fairy tales ?story? than for 
other, less familiar kinds of sentences ?e.g. technical?, because it would be 
more difficult to use any contextual information in the latter. Surprisingly, 
however, there was no main effect ?or interaction? of the sentence type in 
Experiment ?, while in Experiment ?, the significant main effect of the 
sentence type indicated that the error rate was higher for the fairy tale 
condition than for the others. Although the error rates for the fairy tale and 
English conditions were lower than those for the pharmacy and technical 
conditions in Experiment ? Table ??, it was not statistically reliable, nor was 
this pattern apparent in the overall understanding data ?Figure ??. 
 There are two possible explanations for discrepancies between the 
results from the two experiments. First, because the error rates were so high in 
Experiment ?, it resulted in a ceiling effect. This is not so likely, as the mean 
error rate was higher in Experiment ? where the main effect of the sentence 
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type was observed. The second explanation is that absence of statistical 
significance may reflect high variability of performance levels among the 
participants. The mean error rate and standard deviation ?SD? for the MN 
condition were ????? in Experiment ?, while they were ???? in Experiment 
?, which seems to be in line with this explanation. The significantly higher 
error rate for the story condition in Experiment ? was somewhat surprising, 
because the sentences in the story condition were all selected from well-
known fairy tales which should have provided as many contextual cues as at 
least the sentences from the everyday condition. However, it seemed that, at 
the college age, the participants could remember the gist of those fairy tales, 
but not sufficiently to use the knowledge for top-down auditory processing. 
In contrast, the types of sentences in the pharmacy and everyday conditions 
were common enough to be encountered frequently. It should also be noted 
that unlike the pharmacy condition sentences in Experiment ?, those in 
Experiment ? contained no technical words or names of unfamiliar drugs, 
which made it easier to understand.
 There was a significant main effect of the voice gender in Experiment 
?, where the participants made fewer errors when the sentences were read by 
women rather than men. In their feedback the participants commented that 
the women?s voices were easier to listen to, which is probably because of the 
higher frequency of women?s voice ?typically ??????Hz? than that of men?s 
voice ?typically ??????.?Hz?. However, some differences were observed 
between different voices within the same gender, and the participants also 
commented that a particular female voice was the clearest to listen to. Since 
the loudness of the speech stimuli was strictly controlled to be the same for 
all the sentences read in all the voices, this suggests that speech qualities other 
than pitch and loudness could make significant differences in the perceived 
clarity. We did not have sufficient data to look at the effect of voice at 
individual levels, but it is worth addressing in future research.
 The error types summary ?Tables ? and ?? demonstrated that the 
error rates largely reflected the cases where the participants did not make 
any response, because they were instructed not to take a guess based on the 
context or the partially written text when they could not hear the words. 
Thus, it seems that most of the time the participants could not hear the 
sentences enough to distinguish sounds. Of the remaining error types, the 
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participants made semantic errors more frequently than phonetic errors 
although sometimes it was difficult distinguish between these two error types. 
However, there were clear cases where the responses provided showed little 
similarity to the correct phrase. In some of such cases the words retained the 
semantic aspect, indicating that before the participants could respond, there 
was some rephrasing in their working memory. In other cases, the words 
provided showed neither phonetic nor semantic similarity to the correct 
words, suggesting that participants may or may not have been able to hear the 
speech stimuli but relied on the context to provide answers.
 Two experiments have demonstrated the highest effectiveness of the 
MN for masking speech sound as compared to BL as well as other types of 
noise used in the current study. It was also shown that the masking noise 
presented via a specially designed test model of the masking sound speaker 
placed by the source of the sound, projecting towards the listeners, was more 
effective than the setting in Experiment ?. However, as a commercial product, 
in addition to be effective, the noise must be palatable enough for the users 
to endure the prolonged use. Feedback given at the end of the sessions in 
Experiment ? showed that the mean score for the perceived unpleasantness 
of the noise was slightly higher for the MN condition than for the BIRD 
condition, which was slightly higher than for the MUSIC condition. Even 
though there was no significant difference between the groups, a follow up 
survey among students outside the experimental setting replicated this pattern 
with the least number of them favouring the MN.
Conclusion
 Results from the two experiments have demonstrated that white noise 
mixed with additional pink noise, sounds of rivers and falls can be used 
to effectively mask speech sounds providing confidentiality. By projecting 
the masking noise at about only ? dB higher than the loudness level of the 
speech, it could cut down the recognition level of the speech to about ???. 
Feedback from the participants showed that the MN sound is preferred to 
pure white noise, and BIRD and MUSIC sounds were preferred to the MN 
sound. Subsequently, a prototype sound masking speaker with the BIRD 
and MUSIC sounds was placed at surgeries to examine its effectiveness 
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in situation. It was generally favourably received, but since the workers 
commented that the MUSIC version elicited drowsiness, the BIRD version 
was selected as the final product with further adjustment to frequency and 
type of the tweeting. 
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Appendix 1. The full list of speech stimuli used for Experiment 1.
［Story condition］
?? ??????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
????????????????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
???????????????
?? ???????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
?? ???????????????????????? ?????????
??????????????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?? ?????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
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［Pharmacy condition］
?? ??????????????????????????????????
???????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
??????????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
?????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
??????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
???????????
????????????????????????????????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
????????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
????
?? ?????????????????????????????????
???????????
?? ???????????????? ?????????????????
?????
????
????? ????????????????????????????????BP
? .
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［Technical writing condition］
?? ??????????????????????????????????
?????
?? ????????????????? ????????????????
???????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
?????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
?????
?????????????????????????????????
?? ????????????????????/f?????????????
?????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
???????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
???????
???????????????????????????????????
?? ??????????????????????? ??????????
?????
??????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
?????????
??????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
????????? ???Hz??? ???Hz
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［English condition］
Male voice
??Oh, that?s right. She hurt her back falling down the stairs.
??You know, if you watch more Japanese TV, then you?ll learn more words.
??Yet in other states, you have to be sixteen to get the permit.
??We will now show a video explaining the emergency procedures.
??I?d like to order a club sandwich and a draft beer.
??Excuse me, I?d like to cash these traveler?s checks. 
??If they haven?t found it by tomorrow, then you should fill out a police report.
??We?ve gone through all of your product information on your website.
??I guess this shows my prejudice and my ignorance.
??This exhibition was particularly good in exploring his relationship with mathematics.
??????????Hz????Hz
????
?ESPRiT LiNE Co.,Ltd ? SPEED LEARNING BEGINNER Vol. ?, Vol. ?, Vol. ?
Female voice
??My husband works for a computer company in the States.
??I also have a daughter and a son, but they?re at school right now.
??Please let me know if there?s anything I can do to make your move easier.
??Being hospitalized isn?t so bad when the staff is friendly.   
??Then you beat the butter and sugar until they?re mixed well. 
??We close at five thirty Tuesday through Thursday and Sundays.
??Sure, and don?t you need some refreshments as well.
??See, this window opens, and you can work on the file. 
??And politically, dog people tend to be conservative and cat people to be liberal.
?? No wonder they?re called man?s best friend, although I think cats make great 
companions, too.
??????????Hz????Hz
????
?ESPRiT LiNE Co., Ltd ? SPEED LEARNING BEGINNER Vol. ?, Vol. ?, Vol. ?
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Appendix 2. The full list of speech stimuli used for Experiment 2.
［Story condition］
?? ??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
???????????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
???????????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
????????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
???????????????????
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［Pharmacy condition］
?? ??????????????????????????????????
????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
???????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
??
?? ??????????????????????????????????
??????????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
???????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
???????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
??????????
?? ???????????????????????????????????
???????????
????
??????????????
?http://komachi.yomiuri.co.jp/t/????/????/??????.htm?o=?&p=?
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［Daily conversation condition］
?? ???????????????????????????????????
?????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
??????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
????????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
?DVD??????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
???????
?? ?????????????????????????????????
????????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
???????
?? ??????????????????????????????????
?????
????
??????????
?http://www.japanese-nihongo.com/monthly/
????????? ???Hz??? ???Hz
